THE AVALANCHE CEILING
Danyelle Magnan aims to become Rogers Pass, B.C.’s first female forecaster
by CASSIDY RANDALL

On the empty highway through British Columbia’s
Rogers Pass, with a line of cars stretching out
of sight, members of the Canadian Armed
Forces sight a Howitzer up a steep slope.
Danyelle Magnan gives the order to fire. A wall
of snow rushes down the mountain, coming
to rest in a runout, safely off the road.

W

it h 1 3 4 ava la nche pat h s a nd 3 40
targets managed by live artillery, helicopters and remote-control systems,
Rogers Pass represents the height of avalanche
control and forecasting. Both the Canadian
Pacific Railway and the Trans-Canada Highway
snake through this big-mountain corridor, and
increasing numbers of backcountry skiers
and riders flock to its storied touring terrain. In
short, avalanche control on the Pass is a highstakes game, and its forecasting team is widely
regarded as one of the industry’s most elite.
And Magnan is on a path to become its first
female forecaster.
Magnan always knew she wanted to spend
her life in the mountains as a park warden. The
39-year-old grew up snowboarding in the tiny
town of Jasper, Alberta, making the rounds on

the competition scene in slopestyle and halfpipe, once competing at Canadian Nationals. An
ankle injury in her early 20s forced her to switch
to skiing, although she had expected to make
the transition eventually as a natural progression toward her goals; while splitboarding has
come a long way, it wasn’t an option then for the
mountain-safety career she sought.
At 25, Magnan landed her first warden job,
on Vancouver Island’s West Coast Trail, and cut
her teeth on its legendary search-and-rescue
program. (The warden team there rescues an
average of 120 hikers each summer by helicopter, boat and foot, all dependent on the coast’s
unpredictable weather and volatile tides.)
Magnan says she thrived in that high-stress,
multi-factor environment; combined with a winter stint working on the Icefields Parkway, those
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skills laid the foundation for a job offer in Glacier
National Park, where Rogers Pass plays the starring role.
Now she’s in her second year of a three-year
program to become a full forecaster on that iconic
avalanche-control team. The program aims to
support the development of trained experts
for this unique team that includes forecasters,
technicians, highway operations, the Canadian
Armed Forces and other Parks Canada staff.
A big chunk of Magnan’s training consists of
mentorship with current forecasters to gain an
intimate knowledge of the avalanche paths and
targets and the equipment used to control them—
and that’s on top of the requisite snow science,
safety skills and mountain-travel competency
needed for any avalanche-forecasting position.
“She has the skill, the drive and the physical
capability,” says Rick Holmes, West Coast Trail
operations supervisor during Magnan’s tenure
on that team. “Everyone knows that women have
to do everything twice as well as men before
they’re recognized, especially in the male-dominated big-mountain industry. I know she had to
do better than everyone else to get where she is.”

“SHE HAS THE SKILL,
THE DRIVE AND THE
PHYSICAL CAPABILITY...
I KNOW SHE HAD TO
DO BETTER THAN
EVERYONE ELSE TO
GET WHERE SHE IS.”
Through her training, Magnan continues
in her current role as an avalanche technician,
and her day-to-day tasks sound like most skiers’
dream job. She collects data that guides the forecasters’ analysis for the avalanche bulletin and
avalanche-control decisions, including touring
in the region to perform snow profiles and snowpack tests—and, of course, she gets to ski plenty of
coveted lines.
“We’ll hike up and break trail, and while we’re
digging a profile, people usually scoop us on first
tracks,” she jokes. “But that’s one of the reasons I
love my job: I’m helping to keep people safe and
enabling them to have these incredible experiences in a place I really care about.”
As a tech, Magnan is part of the rescue team
that responds to avalanches and evacuates

injured skiers off the formidable slopes of the
Pass, whose backcountry is far from quiet: Parks
Canada issued 2,218 Annual Winter Permits and
3,839 Daily Winter Permits last winter alone,
another specialized safety system employed in
an area that records approximately 2,000 avalanche events each year.
In the midst of all of this, Magnan also managed to complete her ski-guide certification to
further fortify her skills, joining the eight percent
of ACMG-certified ski guides who are female.
“ The historic lack of women and lack of
mentorship in the mountain-safety field is significant,” says Sylvia Forest, an ACMG guide and
retired alpine specialist for Glacier National
Park who worked closely with Magnan. “Having
a role model like Danyelle opens people’s eyes
to what’s possible. It will be a huge indication to
other women in the field that the glass ceiling is
cracking.”
“It’s always been a progressive program,”
Magnan says, downplaying her singularity. “It has
so much history, and a lot of the current industry
started in Rogers Pass. It’s really inspiring. I could
spend the rest of my life exploring this place.” z

